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About This Game

Pickaxe ready? Coal, iron, gold & diamond! 18 Miners to unlock! Getcha' chop!

Checkout our new game KickAss Commandos!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

If you like Miner Mayhem, also try Tiki Man!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Get chopping in this action packed, arcade style game. You are a miner, sent to the deepest depths of the mine in search of gold,
silver, diamonds, and other precious ores. Get the treasures while avoiding the falling rock. 4 random environments and 18

unique miners to unlock. Chop til you drop!
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Title: Miner Mayhem
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Anarchy Enterprises
Publisher:
Anarchy Enterprises
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2015
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Old but gold. Somehow, I quite liked this. It's short but oddly fun!. https://youtu.be/t-yuVfP20OU

The simulation of day to day newspaper work is a difficult theme to use when trying to hook players on the narrative. In this
case, the theme works but the mechanics suffer greatly due to the delayed reaction for feedback. It's never exactly clear what
actions are leading to witch consequences, making each day more guess work than meaningful choices.. that game should be on
newgrounds, not steam. Probebly the best game i have ever played.
10/10 wuld buy agin. It's a great concept and a decent format but there are plenty of times where the game clinches you into a
certain decision point irrespective of your previous choices. It would be more interesting to see your earlier choices lead to more
diverse outcomes. But all told, not a bad story.
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Refreshingly novel concept for a puzzle game. Simple enough gameplay that it can be casually approached without explanation.

Took me around 30 minutes to reach level 12 where I first got stuck. So I expect the total playtime will come in around 2-3
hours, reasonable considering the cost. (I'll try to remember to update the review when I get that far).

Cons:
* The alternate zoom out camera is a bit arkward to control
* Minor graphical artifacts (dark pixels that flicker for a second or two), some of these seem to appear at the seams between
blocks, the cause of other less frequent artiefacts is unclear.. ASverage and not great. Wati until Navy Field is out I have wasted
my money !. Everything about this game is awesome.
Hopefully they will add achievements too.
I wasn't expecting much from this game.
That's why I was surprised by it's beauty.
The gameplay is great, nothing negative.
I have to give this game a positive review.. Only for crafting cards. Game looks like♥♥♥♥♥♥but the ingame editer is quite
cool so yea this is the first game ive ever seen to use a ingame editor. Amazing job, this is a well thought out story straight to the
end. The horror elements are definitely there. I'd say this is an underrated rpg horror game that deserves more praise. 10\/10!. If
you have some spare amount of money and are into train/subway simulators then i would 100% buy this game, the only problem
i have with it is there isnt really much to do but drive. Full video review here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pAX4dO7Mqkc

I... KIND OF recommend this game. But not to everyone. It has problems. And there is another game that I think does a lot of
these things better.

Pros:
-Well... It's fun. That's... That's kind of the main point of a game I guess.
-It tells you how many calroies you burned each time you play. I like that.
-It feels so hectic, but in a fun way, and making food isnt the ONLY thing you do (You also fend off robbers and angry
customers)
-Bullet time powerups are cool. They're not the least bit useful, but they're COOL.

Cons:
-LOW REPLAY VALUE: This is a big problem. Unless you're really into beating your own high score, this game will only hold
your attention for so long, because you basically have two game modes, in each one you're playing the same level over and over
again. Things don't change as the game goes on, unlike other games, such as Diner Duo, where the game adds new features as
you progress. Here you start off making ALL the dishes on the menu, and just trying to keep up with demand.
-You can't pause or exit to menu!
-Learning to make all the dishes isn't too hard, but it takes a bit of time. This might keep this from being a great plug-and-play
game to just throw your friends\/houseguests into.
-Instructions aren't always very clear, and they definitely have some "Engrish" in them. They are still mostly understandable
though.

To summarize: Fun, enjoyable game, but I'd get it only if you don't mind the short gameplay and low replay value.
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